
World’s Best Suites

True to its extraordinary city, Hôtel Plaza Athénée Paris 
(dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/hotel-plaza-athenee) is no ordinary 
hotel. Located on the prestigious avenue Montaigne, the tree-lined boule-
vard of French fashion, the hotel proudly offers guests the very best 
of Paris. With 208 rooms, the Hôtel Plaza Athénée Paris and its Haute 
Couture Eiffel Suite offers a unique view of the Eiffel tour. 

Vast volumes, precious fabrics, colors in rupture or in monochrome and 
magnificent heights under ceiling will all be found in the Haute Couture Eiffel 
Suite. Decorated by Marie-Jose Pommereau, this typically Haussmann-style 
apartment shelters a 130-square-meter suite with a very couture spirit. First, 
the eye discovers a spacious living room where shimmering pink colors 

enhance the subtle tones of pearl gray and silver gray: the curtains, all dressed 
in silk, play the contrast of colors; the lampshades, the Lesage cushions and the 
pink shepherdesses are echoed to highlight the stylish furniture – the coffee 
table with a silver-leafed glass and the wide dark gray velvet sofas, designed 
on measure, which are facing each other. A sublime silver frame reveals the 
majestic Iron Lady in a living painting, evolving according to the hours and 
the seasons. Gradually, you turn your gaze upwards to a chandelier decorated 
with a few black tassels and, further on, to a vast desk behind two wide sliding 
doors. A large bay window illuminates the room. In addition, there is for 
studious sessions an office fully equipped, and also a grand piano and a table. 
Finally, you will enter the bedroom, always coordinated, which in turn reveals 
a white marble bathroom dressed in grey mosaic, and a spacious dressing room.

Guests will experience the height of style and elegant luxury when visiting 
Hôtel Plaza Athénée Paris.  Fresh, iconic, inspiring, original and utterly magnifi-
cent, at Hôtel Plaza Athénée Paris a unique and delightful experience awaits.•
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